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Gay Studies .at ·usM

Apuzzo to Speak at USM
Virginia Apuzzo, Executive· Director
of the National Gay Task Force, will
speak in Portland on Thursday evening,
February 9. Her appearance in the
M.YJDDUium of the US¥ Pon}aqd
campus is sponsored by the Gay
People's Alliance, the Board of Student
Organizations, and the Bureau of
Cultural Affairs.
As Executive Director of NGTF,
Apuzzo is a major spokesperson for
lesbians and gay men nationally. She is
known as a tireless, dynamic individual
with incredible verbal abilities. She has
appeared on numerous talk shows and
spoken before Congressional

committees. Under her leadership
NGTF has been particularly successful
in persuading the Reagan administration to increase appropriations for
AIDS-related research. Other ma· or
projects of GTF include d&ume tiort of anti-gay violence and efforts to
eliminate anti-gay discrimination in
immigration.
After Apuzzo's speech, a reception will
be held at the Sonesta Hotel. Sponsors
for the reception are Cycles, the Spring·
Street Gym, the Underground,
Backstreet, Bill's Coffee House, and
Woodford's Cafe.
·

Celebrate
.By Louise
Bennett

I • •

Hung over after the Holidays? Also
during the Holidays? Hoy; about before
the holidays - like, every weekend?
Well, you are not alone. Statistics (and
friends, relatives, and acquaintances)
tell us, or rather confirm that thousands
of Americans abuse or are actually
dependent on alcohol. And, as a "special
p o pulation," homosexuals are
especially liable to be among alcohola nd-other drug abusers.
How come? And what to do about
that?
We suffer special stresses. It's not bad
enough that, like the rest of the population, we are barraged daily with noise,
traffic, air pollution, and with violence
and the personal as well as planetary
threat of a violent end. We also deal with
both inner and outer pressures - uncertainty, fear, self-doubts, and lack of
support, misunderstanding, and/or
derision, isolation, contempt, and '
possibly vocational, social and physical
abuse, as well. So who wouldn't look for
a bit of relief and/ or euphoria now and _
then. And, along or with others, one
thing that's quick and socially
acceptable is booze. Also - done at a
Gay Bar or party, drinking is a kind of
social ritual that connects us with "our
own" - and seems to relieve our inner
selves as well.
Abuse/dependency are· at the f~ end
of the spectrum of the drinking population. Statistically, more than one often
of you who read this column have
become drug' depenaent '(alcoliol is a

·-·

vo.._, New Ufestyle

drug - central nervous system
depressant.) And the "trip" from
occasional moments of euphoria to
occasional moments of relief from drugcraving is seductive, painful and very
costly. The worst of it is that the "trip"
includes increasing escape from reality
as well as denial, so, unlike test results
for other diseases, alcoholics do not
''hear" a diagnosis of "disease" either
from a doctor or from family or friends .
In fact, family or .friends usually have
taken the trip at least part of the way
and, though suffering equally, probably
have unwittingly been enablers.
Many groups - from AA (Alcoholics
Anonymous) to the Federal Government
- have designed questions for both the
abuser and the significant people in
her/ his life which, when answered,
indicate objectively that it's time for a
change. There are plenty of other signs,
too - hangovers, . blackouts,
preo c cupation with planning,
maintaining a supply for , and
anticipating drinking - even though
it's "only at night"·or "only weekends."
If you've lost your choice about how
much you drink, even though you've
gone "on the Wagon" several times, it's
time for a change. The outcome of the
disease of alcoholism is death - and the
destruction of lives of those other
significant people. The term disease is
accurate - alcoholism is a disease, not a
moral failing, even though intoxication
includes destructive behavior.
, ,What.to do? Get· to AA (or_Alanon if

I

The gay studies course within the
University of Southern Maine's Social
Welfare Department will be offered for
the fifth time in the Spring Semester
1984. Beginning on Tuesday, January ·
10th, it will meet weekly on the Portland
campus through April, from 4:00 - 6:30
p.m. The course, which was first offered
in 1977, is now regularly scheduled at
USM every other Spring. The instructor
is Richard Steinman, a longtime gay
activist well known in the Maine
lesbian-gay community.
The contents of the course range from
considering the current societal-political
ferment surrounding homosexuality both its triumphs and dilemmas - to the
dynamics of human development for
individual lesbians and gay youth. It
views homosexuality within the full
range of human sexuality. It examines
lesbian-gay health, aging, parenting,
self-help organizations, politics,
literature and the arts, international
and historical perspectives, and the
dynamics and consequences of homophobia - both for homosexuais and for
the non-gay world. A timely addition to
this year's course will be what is thus far ·
':known of the phyl!fiology, psychology
and politics of .AIDS.
Best of all, the course provides a
supportive environment for open
dialogue between lesbians and gay men,
and amongst gay, bisexual and heterosexual students. A high degree of
student participation is encouraged and
occurs. In fact, each subsequent offering .
of the course is, to a considerable extent,
shaped by the input of J>.rior students~

you are affected by the disease of
someone else). All "those people" are
"recovering Alcoholics" (or directly
affected by the disease in Alanon.)
"They" are there for one main reason a desire to stay sober - to finally admit
that they are powerless over alcohol. AA
arid ·A lanon alike offer support for being
who you really are - and for becoming
who you really can become.
The second "What to do" is to work
with a substance abuse counselor. This
cap b~ done alone, 'in couples and/or
families, and in grOUP.S, All are effective
in d~vel<;>pjng. your new lifestyle of
sobriety - physically, emotionally,
socially, spiritually. As a substance
abuse counselor I have shared in the
difficult and exciting "trip back" of
many clients. Act~ally, though it is a
trip "back" to reality_- together with
and.supported by AA and Alanon - it is
a trip forward, too. It is the most
·fulfilling, rewarding trip you have
taken. ·It starts with a single step - to
·the phone, to the meeting of your choice,
or to a counselor. And, "one step a_t a
time," you will be supported by new
friends (and some old ones as well.) Next
. Holiday, celebrate in (a new) style!

·The author is a Portland therapist
specializing in Women's Issues and in
Alcoholism and other addictions.

Because of the level ot' candor and
sharing which rapidly develop, a
significant degree of bonding generally
evolves among a majority of the
students, resulting in joint projects, both
academic and interactive.
Most of the course's textual material
has been written by lesbians and gay
men, and most of the media materials
are similarly "authored." Early in the
semester the class jointly agrees upon
guest speakers and their topics.
As an object lesson in organizational
politics, the class considers the
processes by which this course came to
be offered within the University of
Maine - the only gay studies course
given for academic credit in a northern
New England college or university.
Illustrative of those organizational
dynamics was the selection of the course
title - "Relating Professionally to
Homosexuality" - so as to insure, from
the outset, its legitimacy both within the
University and the Social Welfare Dept.
Indeed, students of business,
communications, counseling, education,
nursing, psychology, religion, social
work and sociology, 88 well 88 other
disciplines, are regularly represented in
the classroom, and value the special
emph~sis on counseling both lesbians
and gay men in regard to the dilemmas
which society poses for them, and nongays in their adaptations to the homosexuality of others.
Those interested in registering for the
course may obtain further information
by contacting the University Registrar's
Office at 780-5230.
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Com·mentary

involved. Contributions of news articles,
The New Year finds Our Pape'-r: alive
commentary, poetry, graphics a'.nd
by Fred Berger
and very well. We are proud to present
photography are all welcome. Material
issue number five. Many 'readers have
must be signed and include an address
ln mi'.d-:Noveinber Portland attorney
asked how the paper is doing so we
or phone number, but can be published -Murrough O'Brien spoke to a meeting of
would like to let you know how we stand,
anonymously upon request. (Unless the Gay People's Alljance in Portland.
both materially and emotionally.
anonymity is specifically requested we O'Brien specializes in civil rights cases,
Our Paper is financed through
will assume that writers wish to have particularly cases involving the police. I
· advertising and subscriptions .
their names .published.) No monetary went expecting little more than a
Subscribers. pay $10 per year and are
payment is given for any material discussion of the fact that gay people
· senf .their copi~s in . a "plain brown
printed in Our Paper. _D eadlines vary have no civil rights protection, which
~rivelope'! :immediate\y on publication.
slightly but are usu·ally the .second was in fact the essence of the first part of
Most suoscribers live in rural areas or
Tuesday of each month.
..
out of state; although several people who
the meeting.
In two ar!;las· Our Paper is currently
Suddenly the proverbial shit hit the
couid picJc·up free papers have chosen to
falling short of its stated goals. In order proverbiaL fan. A member of the
subscribe in order to help support the
to truly be a "voice for lesbians and gay audience burst out with a horrifying
pap~r. Be,.., se the cost of mailing
men in Maine" we need to create more story of mistreatment by the Portland
subscripti i:s is less than the $10 fee,
dialogue. Some relatively controversial police and accused O'Brien of ignoring
. subscriptions give· us needed operating
ideas have been presented in Our Paner her and treating her unfairly when she
capital. We ·currently have forty
· but' we ;have· ·so:: far -received little · t~·a d sought his help: She h~d .come to the
subscribers.
·
· Most of our support comes from paid ..response fro.m readers . . :. . ·no outraged .- ·rneeting for her chance to be heard.
~ads by gay and non-g~y businesses and · ''letters to· the: editor", no demands for ., .- . Hei- 'mitburst was met with a mixed
'professional pepple. With the hiring of · eq u.a\ time,.,, We w:hol_e}:i.earteoly react'ion ·' by . the group of twenty
encourage' differences 'o r· opinion . and assembled that evening. Some were very
B.J. Aaron as our advertising manager,
new viewpoints. Don't ·be· ·afraid to offended that she should choose this
our ad . revenue increased to the point
_ ·
offend; we're not!
time to attack our "guest". A few chose
where Our Paper is now operating in the
Secondly, although several of o..ur to leave the room.
black. We are now able to pay the cost of
regular contributors come from the ·far
printing each issue and end up with a
We had no way of judging the truth of
corners of Maine, we are not yet truly her story and, of course, there was no one
small surplus of funds .
statewide. The problem is distribution.
present to give the other side, but'most of
The Our Paper collective is also
functioning well as an organization. We . We send papers to all the organizations the people in the room were will~g to
listed in our "Lesbigay Network" as well accept that her story was in the realm of
call ourselves a collective because we
as to some stores and restaurants but believability. Yes, this could have
function in a non-hierarchical structure
where each member has an equal voice _there are whole areas that we are happened ·in· the City of ·Portland in
missing . .. You can help ... We will send
in decision-making. We have no editors
1983.
any number of papers to any individual,
What followed were other people's
at Our Paper; all decisions are .made by
group, o:i' business who can distribute
i,tories of problems with the police. Some
consensus. There are currently six
them in their area. Just let us know.
members who attend the weekly
involved direct conflicts with police, as
Areas that are not now adequately
iln the recent case of the four black
meetings and other people who help
covered include York County, Lewiston- women ' allegedly beaten in the
with layout and other specific tasks.
Auburn, and Bangor as well as smaller
"'Newport Room Incident". Others were
Meetings have been relatively short,
towns and rural areas.
cases of not receiving help from the
congenial affairs without power plays or
All in all, Our Paper is a joy. We hope
]police when it was requested.
debilitating conflicts.
you all are enjoying it as much as we are.
As stated in our editorial policy we
Wishing you a Happy New Year!
encourage, and in fact depend on,
' ANNOUNCEMENT
material submitted by members of our
The Our Paper Collective
community. In most issues less than
Help For The Homeless Homo
half of the copy is written by collective
members. The response has been good,
The Gay People'. s Alliance wants to
and we encourage everyone to get
know about your housing arrangements.
-~ N.e 'wa~t to h!)lp· you, ;yes you, with all
Srour housing :needs through our roommate/housing referral service. If you're
looking for a roommate or a place to live,
·:.Dear Editors:
let us know. If you have rentals available, let us know.
Having worked with DE in· the peace
Contact the Gay People's Alliance. at
· m9vement) / (C,Pirim~ntary, December
B2 Bedford St., Portland, 04102, or call
: ,198~), I.s.l,Ji}fw\ithhet'n.:iany a sentiment
780-4085.
. concernfiijf :. disarming the military
,.Jilat:hine/ AAd although her comments
Gay Radio Show?
· and feeliri'g-& are · directed at ·a nd
reflective of the Gay men and Lesbians
A Portland area radio station has
in the .miljta;cy,;:,,m.particular, I feel that ·
offered air time to an individual or group
who wishes to produce a weekly oneshe is,,ij'ii~ln,i·:.'.a lstt to the society-athour program aimed at a gay and
large "Y.9-J@:$.()U~h -~ }1eterosexual, g~y
. or lesb1alt'~~1ravechtnces taken awaym
llesbian audience. Cost for the air time is
our miliiary-fodttstrial, free-market
:$80. The producers would sell ads and
1retain any proceeds above $80. For more
society; where daily millions upon
millions of workers, male and female
inf~ ation call Fred a~ 773-5540.
he~r5;>t1~~uals, lesbians and gay man
'
.
'a re neipg:yictimized under the system,
sq , '·many ' of the victims blaming
· th~inselv~s for the lack of employment
a~d ·being poorly prepared to cope,
sometimes with years and years of
BEGINNING IN THE FEBRUARY
demeaning existence vacillating
ISSUE OF OUR PAPER WE WILL
between unemployment and underOFFER CLASSIFIED ADS IN THE
employment! Who can calculate the
FOLLOWING:
waste in terins of lies, and the price
exacted from a society forced to pay the
ROOMMATES
damages done from countless interHELP WANTED
personal acts 'of violence, alcoholic and
SELLING
drug abuse, separations, divorces and
APARTMENTS
crime?!
SEEKING
I am reminded, DE, by your vision for
"Gay and Lesbian comrades" for a
The rate is $4 for 30 words, 10¢ for each
different world where you spell out the
additional word. All ads must be
meaning of"Gay" to mean ... "communprepaid. Mail your ad by the-tenth of the
ity, new yalu~s of frie:r;i.dship, bonding,
month to: OUR PAPER, Box 10744,
~opnecte4ness .w.ith others, and an
Portland, ME 04104.
undeJ;"standing of how our struggles for
At t~is time we cannot accept personal
liberation are· both similar to and
ads. We will expand the ad categories as
different· from th~ struggles of gay
soon as we have a volunteer to coordipeople and other oppressed people
nate the classified section. All inquiries
throughout the world". Indeed, how I am
welcomed.
reminded of our common humanity, of
our. communality in LOVE! Thank you,
DE!

I sat open-mouthed. I had heard
rumors of such occurrences over the past
few years, but I still tenuously hold to
the view that Portland, and Maine, is
somehow "different" from other places.
Some things happen elsewhere but not
here. None of the cases mentioned were
specifically gay-related. They were
cases of indivii:luals with little economic
or political power up against forces over
which they have no influence.
As I satawakethatnightmythoughts
were that we must gain soine power.
People will do what they can get away
with. In other places groups would
protest such things. But, as Mr. O'Brien
said, "Police brutality is IJ.Ot an issue in
Portland.'' It is not an issue because no
one has chosen ·to make it an issue.
Perhaps it is time for us all to confront
the issue of -police misconduct. The
police won't do it, and we know the
Gannett Papers won't do it. Certainly
we're not ready for marching in the
streets, but we can make a beginning.
We can begin by documenting
incidences, by searching out the truth in
rumors, and by learning where we can
go for help.
. I went home that night feeling more
vulnerable than I had in a long time.
Powerlessness is not a feeling I enjoy. I
need to feel that I have at least a chance
of getting myself out of a position of
weakness. I assume that others share
these feelings. Collectively we can begin
to fight for our right to live free of fear,
particularly fear of those who should be
our protectors. It is our choice.

Letters··

our papiC.,

In peace,
Tony Pezet
Portland, Me.
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PURPOSE
OVR PAPER is published monthly by the
OUR PAPER Collective,. P.O. Box 10744,
Portland, Maine 04104. The purpose of OUR
PAPER is to serve as a voice for lee bians and
gay men in Maine. We wish the newspaper to
be a source of information, support and
affirmation, and a vehicle for celebration, by
and formembersofthe lesbian and gay men's
communities. We want the paper to reflect our
diversity, as well.
EDITORIAL POLICY
. We will consider for publication any
material that broadens our understanding of
Ollf lifestyles and of each other. Views and
opinions appearing in the paper are those of
th~ authors only.
. All material submitted must be signed and
include an address and/or phone number, so
we can contact the author should we need to
consider editorial revisions. However, within
the pages of the newspaper, articles can
appear anonymously, upon request, and
strict confidentiality will be observed. No
revisions or rejections of material will occur
· without dialogue with the author.
We welcome and encourage all our readers
to submit material for publication and share
your comments, criticisms and positive
feelings with us. Remember, OUR PAPER is
Your Paper!!! DEADLINE for each issue is
the 10th of the month.
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions are $10 for 12 iBBues. Make
checks payable to "OUR PAPER." All
submissions and correspondence should be
sent t9 OUR PAPER, P.O. BOX 10744, Portland, Maine 04104.
OUR PAPER COLLECTIVE
Fred Berger
Skip Brushaber
. Doug Cruger
DianeE
Diane Matthews

Jon LaGassey

K. Max Mellenthin
Liz Moberg

Elinor Goldberg
Jim Merrill

· · Some-membenr-of-the collective do not feel
free to publish their names.
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By Kate and Lois
As the presidential primary race
continues to heat up, we wanted to make
some observations on the relationship
between the campaign and ''the issue"
of lesbian and gay rights. And so . . . in
alphabetical order .. .
Alan Cranston - Without question
Cranston has the longest and most
credible record on gay rights. He was/is
an original sponsor of the Senate civil
rights bill. For 14 years he has had an
openly gay man on his Senate staff (a
particularly hard task for straight male
politicians). At present he also has the
only "out" lesbian Senate staffer iri the
Congress. Cranston has been with us for
a long time, not just now as it begins to
be (at least in some circles) a plus. There
is no doubt - he's a good guy.
John Glenn - Currently opposed to
Federal gay rights legislation because
he wants to be careful not to endorse our
lifestyle (did anyone out there ask him
to?). Glenn is at present being heavily
lobbied by gay Democrats . His
campaign staff thinks he is educable on
"the issue", and as you read this it's
possible his position has changed. In the
meantime he has been excluded from
serious consideration by gay
Democratic Clubs as well as the
National Organization for Women
(NOW) based in large part on this issue.
Gary Hart - Senator Hart also has a
gay rights problem, and it's particularly
ironic at a time when he has been
focusing on women's issues as a major
building block of his campaign. How
manv times do we have to explain that
feminism and lesbian/ gay rights are
inextricably linked by their joint
philosophical premise that human
rights are indivisible?
Fritz Hollings - When pressed on the
issue of lesbian and gay civil rights by
NOW activists in their presidential
forum this year, he took care of his
"oversight" and signed on as a cosponsor of the Senate bill. Wou1dn'tthis
b e a good time, as a holiday present to
yourself and to our community, to write
Senator George Mitchell and ask him to
do the same? (344 Russell Senate Office
Building, Washington, D.C. 20510) We
all might be glad you did! A P.S. on
Hollings - he led the fight to prevent
anti-gay riders to the appropriations bill

for our "nation's military academies·.
Jessie Jac]sson - The fact that (after
much lobbying) Jackson has included
gays as a constituency in his "rainbow
coalition" is a hopeful sign. What makes
us nervous is his ability to split his
ministerial position and his political
position that the individual civil rights
of all Americans should be protected. No
matter what your posi.t ion is on his
candidacy, we should unite behind his
emphasis on voter registration of
disenfranchised/ disillusioned members
of his "rainbow coalition". How about a
gay registration drive this year in
Maine?
George McGovern - He is, well, still
George McGovern - probably one of the
more prominent example!:! of that
American adage, "nice guys finish last" .
However, McGovern was not a cosponsor of the Federal civil rights bill
when in the Senate, and he has
consistently refused to speak at any
gay /lesbian functions.
Walter Mondale - Former Vice
President Mondale seems to be on a roll
with his endorsement by NOW in
December - which would not have been
granted without his vocal commitment
to lesbian and gay civil rights. His heart
seems to be in the right place. And those
who argue that he has the best chance to
unseat Reagan may well be right. He
still has difficulty, however, in saying
the word "lesbian".
'
If you are a registered Democrat, get
involved in the caucus in March. Go to
the state convention. And if you can,.
lobby long and hard within Maine's
Democratic Party that our rights are
important and we will not suffer overwhelming defeat in the Democraticallycon trolled Maine House without
repercussions for the party.
And last, but not least, if you are
inclined toward the Citizen's Party - .
- Sonia Johnson, ex-Mormon, feminist
visionary and activist, is seeking tha t
party's nomination. To quote her first
campaign piece - "Winning means
proving once again that. no one is
powerless, that one determined person
can make a significant difference, and
that one small 'g roup of determined
people can change the course of
history." Why not you? Why not us?

WEDNESDAVthruSUNDAY
1 A.M."TILL DAWN
• COIIIIEBCIIL ST., POm.AD, IE.
107/771-9538
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4 Pine St.
( Longfe.llow Sq.)
New and Used Paper.backs ·

Gay, Les bia1 , Feminist Boo ks

1/w~~-Hrm...
-f:o fij w--e o ~ what to
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do wifh mj ufe.-

dnd to

stop u..s. involv,e.:me:nt

Dear Gaybee

l~ Ce'Titm.l Amer; c~,

Dear Gaybee,

11.at 11 ece.ssari.lj in
-tho..t o rd .e.r .~

I am writingregarding_someproblems
I am having with food. It's these "all you
can eat" bargains that seem so popular
these days. For some reason I take "all
you can (anything)" to be a direct
challenge. Food is no exception. My
friends refuse to go to the (salad) bar
with me anymore. They claim they've
seen - less harvested from an entire
garaen in the fall than I take in one
sitting. Gaybee, what's a person to do?
SIGNED - BEATIN' BY EATIN'

-Tohn

Fra.')'\K

Dear Beatin',
I think I was behind you in line at the
Cafe last night . You're right. You do
have a problem. (So do I. You ate all the
olives.) Seriously, why notlookintoO.A.
(Overeaters Anonymous). They are
listed in the phone book. It's a free
organization and may be of help to you.
Good luck.

·4!}
Dear Gaybee,
-

PIANO. 8AR

·opE11nH G -.tN
;j.A_NuAA 'J

''Where Friends Meet Friends''
Corner of Cross &Springi,S~s·~-_G207).773-3315_·:
Portland, :Maine 041 oi
.
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' I am new to the gay community and
have run. up against something that
puzzles me. It's the guys I see out at the
bars. They'll talk to me there, but when I
see them out during the day, they cross
the street, turn their heads, etc. It's as if
they either dori't see me or don't want to
see me. Gan it be- that they have ·s ome
disorder? Can it be they have..."Betty
Gayvis eyes"? SIGNED
MINDIN'
THE BLINDIN'
Dear Mindin',
Gaybee too has experienced this
phenomena. I checked with the experts
at the New Inkland Journal of Medicine
and research indicates no visual
disorder directly linked with homosexuality. Some more likely explanations? Shyness, closetednesa, or just
.plain being in a hurry. Don't take it
personally, kidd&'. , '.' ·:·,,~1- 1 ; :~· '. -1~·11 :
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~&V-iews from the Top of Maine
by Benny sans the Jets
It's rare that gay entertainers appear
in Maine but in December, through the
auspices oflnterweave and the Portland
and Bangor Unitarian-Universalist
churches, :8omanovsky and Phillips,
two men from San Francisco, did just
that. I didn't see the Portland show, but
I know of two carloads of Lambs of the
North who drove the three-to-four h ours
to Bangor to see R & P's Saturday night
show-only to arrive at the church to
find a note on the door: "R & P cancelled." Evidently, R & P had been in a
traffic accident and, though not injured,
they were shaken up and could not perform. Needless.to say, I was disappointed. My disappointment, however, went
beyond the cancellation of t he show. I
was disappointed that the Bangor
church was locked. It would have been
nice if we could have escaped the 5°
weather and stood in the lobby and met
others arriving forthe performance and
found out what there is to do in the Bangor area. And here's the big disappointment: Bangor. The third largest city in
Maine is a bore. Dull, dull, dull. Queen
City? If it is, where do the queens go? To
Augusta and points south? There is no
gay establishment, either a restaurant
or bar, which I could find to go to for the
evening and be in a gay environment.
That's my biggest disappointment. Any
opportunity I have to be in a gay and
comfortable environment I'll grab: conferences, parties, discussion groups,
symposia, concerts. I was looking forward to the energy I get and the good
feeling from being with other gays; not
only was I unable to find that at the Bangor U-U church, butl have no idea where
to find it in Bangor. So my question is
this: Is there something about Bangor
that keeps anyone from opening up any
gay gathering places? A small bar ·or
even a private club or just a local group
which organizes regular activities? Bangor is just 1;1bout the only place in Maine
NOT listed in any gay guide. Are Bangor people different from those of us in
the north or south (where gay and lesbian groups exist)? Are Bangorites'
social needs different? Do they all drive
south on weekends? No wonder, after·
residing ·in the County for six years,

that that ·was the first time I've spent
any time in Bangor. There is no reason
to go there!

ad appeared from the Houlton Rotary!)
The Lambda Executive Committee will
meet·and discuss the next course of action.

* * * *

* * * .. *

The snow is gently falling. The radio
said that it's raining in southern Maine
today. A few days ago, when a winter
storm hit the coast, reports on the radio
were that the storm did not leave much
snowfall in northern Maine-Bangor
received only l" . It always amazes me
how people view Bangor as "northern
Maine."
·
Enough of the geography lesson. It is
very beautiful here with the white clinging to the branches and needles of trees,
covering the rolling potato fields , insulating the sound of vehicles, and providing an elevated path through the
woods and fields on snowshoes, ignoring the small bushes which bar the way
in summer.
Though the weather is cold and blustery here in northern Maine, the Lambs
are keeping up their spirits after the holiday season. In addition to the regular
meetings and discussion groups every
month, Northern Lambda Nord has
begun a new activity-games night
(gaymes?!). We're trying bingo for the
first two meetings in January and February. Future game nights may be board
games and card games. Games night is
planned for Sunday afternoon (!). A pot1uck meal wi.ti-follow the games.

More media news!-During the week
of November 28 through December. 2, the
one television station in Aroostook,
Channel 8, WAGM in Presque Isle, did a
feature series. This 5-part report, prepared by Susan Kimball, featured stories
about "alternate lifestyles" of men in the
County: a single father with custody of
his children, a "house-husband" whose
wife is the breadwinner, and two gaymen who just happen to be members of

QE8TAUQANT ·

Progress Report!-The Caribou Winter
Carnival. Last month, NLN was informed that the Winter Carnival booklet
would appear without our advertisement. As of press time, Lambda Nord
· submitted a one-quarter page advertisement for inclusion in the 1984 booklet, a ,
$40 ad. On- Thursday, December 15, as
they promised, the Caribou Chamber of
.Commerce returned the ad (and the
money). Their reason was that the book 0
let advertising was limited to businesses
and Carnival sponsors only. (Funny,
that was the same thing the County
Chambers told us about advertising in
their County-wide tourist booklet, yet an

"COME JOIN US"
NIGHTLY 8PM TO 1AM

LUNCH
MONDAY - FRIDAY 11 :30 - 2:00
REGIONAL SPECIALS FROM $2.95
HAPPY HOUR
MONDAY- FRI.DAY 4:00- 7:00 PM
. SPECIAL DRINKS, SPECIAL PRICES
DINNER
TUESDAY - SATURDAY
SERVING FROM 5:30

I ~~

SUNDAY BRUNCH
11 :30 -.3:00 PM
CREPES, OMELETIES,
FRESH BAKED PASTRIES
BLOODY MARYS AND
CHAMPAGNE COCKTAILS

w
I

8PORGJ'~MAN~
2BATES STREET 784-2251
GAME ROOM/ DISCO
HAPPY HOUR THURS. & SUN. -ALL NIGHT!
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continued on page 5
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* * * *

MAINE'S ONLY PRIVATE GAY CLUB

NLN. Unfortunately, Dr. Hugh Phillips,
a sociologist from the University of
Maine at Presque Isle (UMPI), who was
also interviewed during the 5-day series,
turned out to · be most homophobic. "I
would look at the househusband and the
single parent issue very positively." He
doesn't look at our lives positively. "If
one is a gay individual and he (sic) establishes a fairly positive lifestyle relative
to that, i.e. he keeps his sexuality to himself. and to others that are close by him,
then there's not a problem." Stay in the
closet, all you dykes and fags; I don't
want you "flaunting it."

27 Forest Avenue
Portland, Maine 04101

(207) 774-4165
Reservations suggested
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Something is Wrong

continued

who wishes to produce a program aimed
Northern Lambda Nord's speakers
at the lesbian-gay audience. That's
bureau is continuing. Our first presentation was at the Human Sexuality class · great. What I'd like to see, or rather hear, ·
is a statewide program aimed at the
of Dr. Roger Richards at UMPI on DecemMaine community, not just Portland.
ber 8: There were 8 students in the class;
Maine Public Broadcasting has four FM
three men from NLN attended and an- ·
· stations in Presque Isle, Calais, Bangor,
swered questions and discussed a variand Portland, and I understand will
ety of issues relating to our lives as gaysoon add a fifth in Waterville. That
men in this rural area. As a resultofthat
pretty much covers all of Maine as well
presentation, Lambda Nord received an
as parts of New Brunswick and New
inqufry from the "Social Deviance"
Hampshire. What better way to reach
class to make another presentation.
· the 100,000 women and men in our com(Social, I am-but deviant?!)
munity. It's not necessary to · buy a
magazine at a store, to get one in the
* * * *
mail, or to fear letting others know you
The new phonebooks are out! And
are gay. Just sit in your closet with your
they're correct this time. Last year, the
transistor to your ear and listen to gay
new Gay l>honeline was listed in the two
radio! Radio has the best potential for
Aroostook County books with the adoutreach on a wide scale than any other
dress. Poor, poor. Egg-throwing, namemedium of mass communications. And
calling, hassles at the home where the
MPBN is supposed to be Public. So far,
phori.eline was housed. The people there
they have done a poor job of serving this
ended · up moving. This year, the Gay
segment of the pqblic-lesbians and
Phoneline was listed as Gay Phoneline,
gaymen. Have they ever sent a reporter
New Sweden ... 896-5888. PLUS ... on
to the Maine Symposium, even when it
page 3 of the two County books, listed
was in Orono, just doors away from their
under Family Services and Counseling,
studio? They've refused to air gay prothe Gay Phoneline is found between the
gramming in the past (the radio play,
Family Support Center and the Helpline.
"Men with the Pink Triangle"). How
many gay people are members ofMPBN
* * * *
Radio? Why is our money going for programming which has yet to serve our
November's Our Paper featured an
needs?
(You can tell I have a gripe
article entitled, "N.O.W. Passes Gay &
against MPBN.)
Lesbian Resolution." The resolution
reads, in part, "NbW shall undertake ...
* * * *
'Lesbian and Gay Rights '84' which
shall be aimed at the passage of state
Finally, here's the calendar ofupcomlevel legislation . .. in targeted states .. .
ing Northern Lambda Nord events: Sunone state in the first year and, in the
day, January 1-Executive Committee
second year, ... two to six. Targets would
meeting; Saturday, January l4-disbe chosen based on the interest of the
cussion group-the PBS program, "Diagstate NOW unit, the status of such legisnosis: AIDS" will be viewed and dislation and its potential for paSB&M"e, and
cussed; Sunday, January 22-Games
the role of state lesbian and gay r~hts
night (in the afternoon) followe& by a pot
organizations in that effort." Sounds
luck meal; Sunday, January 29 _monthto me that NOW had Maine in mirid
ly business meeting and pot luck meal;
when they wrote that. We are the perfect
Saturday, February 4-Executive Comtarget! How do · we get the national
mittee meeting; Saturday, February 11
NOW to realize that, too?
-discussion group with a guest speaker;
In the December Our Paper, another
S un·ti ay, F e b ruary 19-Games nightitem caught my attention: Gay Radio. It
bingo, followed by a pot luck; Sunday,
seems that a Portland-area station will
February 26-monthly business meetsell airtime to any group or individual
ing and pot luck meal. That's all for now!
Greetings from the Lambs-Baa-a-a!

Reprinted from the Bowdoin College
Orient.
By Scott Lauze '86

"I can't be open at Bowdoin because of
the .restrictive atmosphere. I can't be
myself. I have to pretend to be otherwise
in order to be accepted and to exist in
this community. r tolerate the
restrictions only because-if I were honest
I would lose the respect of many friends
and colleagues at this college. The
dangers are evident: I would be
ostracized, looked down upon, hated and
reviled. Ironically, Boi.,.:loin represses
free expression even though it stands for
academic integrity. We are entering the
21st century and are still inhibited by
15th century morals ... "
Somethmg is wrong here. Yes, the
above speaker is a Bowdoin student. No,
he has not committed some heinous
crime or contracted some vile social
disease. Then what could possibly cause
such feelings of rejection, what could
elicit such accusations against
Bowdoin, an institution where we are led
to believe that alternative viewpoints
and lifestyles are actively sought out
and encouraged?
The answer, of course, is that the
above student is one of 130 or so gay and
lesbian students and campus (a
conservative estimate). If the above
student were a member of some other
minority group on campus, such
1
sentiments would be grounds "or
~
investigation into the social atmosphere
at Bowdoin. Why is it different for homo· h omosexual't
sexua1s.? Wh y 1s
1 y so
stigmatized at Bowdoin? In particular,
h ·
h G
w y isn't t e ay/ Straight Alliance
stronger at BowdoinZ
·
There are a lot of stereotypical ideas
and misconceptions kicking around at
Bowdoin about the GSA and being gay
that I feel contribute to the . present
situation. First of all the GSA is not
some l~ge vacuum,,~!~~J;F ~aving a
gay pnde banner and sucking wary
homosexuals out of their closets. Nor is
it an organization bent on ripping the
predominantly conservative social
fabric to shreds. The GSA strives to be
just what its name says: an alliance of
gay and straight people which includes
students, faculty, and members of the
Brunswick community. Many
"closeted" homosexuals (those that do
not feel ready to "come out" for social
and/or personal reasons) have
expr1~ssed the idea that the GSA exists
primarily to get them out of the closet.
WRONG!
The GSA this year strongly believes 1
that each person has the right to1
detennine the quality of his or her own
. closet and determine their own degree of·
"outness". The GSA serves two major
pu~ises. First, to act as a source-of
infonnation to the Bowdoin community
as _a whole - through films, lectures,
and its library_ - in . the . hopes of
educ~ting · the. community about
homosexuality and to help abolish
ster~otypes and prejudice. Second, the
GSA is a support group that not only

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Ill

GPA Update
By Jim Merrill
As mentioned previously, fundraising
has been a major focus for the GPA due
to a small operating budget. Now some
of our efforts are starting to pay off. The
Autumn Raffle raised $200. First prize,
season tickets for two to the Portland
Stage -·company, went to Jamie
O'Connor: Second prize, dinner for two
at the Swan Dive, went to Mike Gray.
Third prize, dinner for two at the
Vinyard Restaurant, went to Reis Libby.
In addition to helping support GPA
activities, the money raised will be used
to help support gay/lesbian, organi-·
zations and gay /lesbian related causes
within Maine. Once again, a very
special thank you to Portland Stage
Company, the Swan Dive, and the
Vinyard for donating these generous

her lawsuit against the .U.S. Army,
originally scheduled for December 9, has
been rescheduled for January 13.
Phil Gautreau and Diane Matthews
spoke at Andover College on December 7
and at the University of Southern Maine
on December 12. They each gave a brief
introduction about gay /lesbian lifestyles and answered questions about ·
being gay or lesbian. As well, they
, provided insights as to how the
institutions of religion, the law, and the
medical community continue to oppress
gay people'within our society.
.
On the last note, Virginia Apuzzo will
speak at USM on thursday, Feb~ary 9
instead of February 2 as previously
announced in an earlier article.

provides confidential means of
communication · but works toward
producing a more conducive atmosphere
at Bowdoin as well.
If there are homo- or bisexuals on
campus who feel comfortable enough to
attend GSA meetings and to take part in
informative discussions with straight
peers -great! (Remember that you don't
have to be gay to contribute and
attending is not an open declaration of
your sexuality.) If there are some who
choose to remain anonymous and attend
only lectures and films - that's okay,
too. A confidential men's group also
exists for those who feel they must
remain closeted yet need the support and.
interaction and relaxed setting that a
small group can offer. The GSA is not a
hardcore salesman of the gay subcu:lture.
Above all it should be remembered
that one .does not "choose" one's
sexuality as one might choose between
beans or carrots for their dinner
vegetable. Sexuality is an inherent
quality. Gays do not decide to be gay just
for the sake of being deviant. They do
not all speak in falsetto and dangle limp
wrists. They differ from the norm only in
that they are physically attracted to the
·same sex. If it were a . matter of choice,
the lives of millions of homosexuals
would be simplified - they could simply
flip the sexual switch and live happily
ever after.
Some homosexuals grow up always
realizing their sexuality. Others start
out denying. Some never stop denying.
But the fact remains that gays cannot be
turned into straights. Is it right or
humane to allow the expression of one
sexuality and condemn another just
because it is a minority, especially in
light of the fact that .both sexualities
seem natural to the possessors? One can
argue morality here, but remember that
it is society that provides the labels of
immorality and society is constantly
changing. In this country:-freedom of
e:x:pression should extend to affectional
freedom as well.
This brings up another point. Many
gays and straights don't feel that ·
sexuality is something that should be
discussed lightly at the dinner table. I
agree. Why should gays declare their
sexuality by coming out of the closet?
Straights certainly don't walk around
wearing "straight pride" buttons. This
would be a legitimate argument if it
weren't for the facts that !Jtrajghts aren't
denied freedom of expression and
straights DO proclaim theit:s~x'ii.ality in
casual ways. Straight.trien aild women
can date (although at Bowdoin this is
questionable), hQ!d, .li~.~. and· dance
together. Why .cah'Hwo'· riien?
- .
The feelings felt . between two ·
homosexuals are the same as those felt
between two heterosexuals, what makes
the former so odious? Sexuality is
confirmed and expressed daily in peer
interactions. Gays cannot_conif~rtably
.express even casual feelin,gs of affection
and therefore intern:alize,. become
covert. This is self · destructive. This
atm~sphere at Bowdoin - legitimates
continued on pag~-11

gifts.

Two of the December meetings were
cut short due to planned or unplanned
social activities. On December 2, twelve
members attended the opening of
"Crimes of the Heart" at the Portland
Stage Company. On December 9 we
attended the "Romanovsky and
Phillips" concert. It was an excellent
performance which left us wishing for
more events of this type.
.
,
Other recent GPA e~~nts mcluded· a
potlu.ck supper .at Phil s house and a
meeting featunng Portland attorney
Murrough O'Brien (discussed elsewhere
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·Recoverilr1g from Substance Abuse:
One Maria's Experience
By DE
Our Paper interviewed a member of
our community who, for the purposes of
this interview, we will call "John Q" (not
his real name). John is a recovering
alcoholic who has been sober almost two
years. He chose to remain anonymous
for this interview, not 01ut of fear, but for ·
reasons connected with his sobriety
which he will explain within the context
of the interview.

One of my favorite wayi;; of denying it
was to always associate myself with
people who drank or used more drugs
than I did, and then I would help them.
And I was the most amazing helper of
people. And, I always did a pretty good
job. But, what I avoided was my own
problem. In fact, just today I saw some, \\:hat pe,op)'e ~idn't know was that I was
one I hadn't seen in ten years, who was slowly adding drinks before and after
in exactly the same circumstances, and I any social gathering. So, many people,
told her that since I saw her last I when I stopped drinking, still thought I
DE: Can you share with us your own
realized I was an alcoholic and that I didn't drink too much. My drinking
experience with substance abuse and
had also come out, and she said, "Oh, so slowly, very, very slowly,. and sneakily
how you came into Alcoholics Anonydid I!" Both of us had taken that same· increased. I didn't have a blackout until
pattern - in order to avoid our·own sub- I had been drinking for 18 years. Some
mous?
JQ: My own experience with substance abuse, "let me help you." There's people have them the very first time.
stance abuse, honestly, started when I
always somebody who's worse, and that And that blackout really scared me. I
was an infant and then it was thought
proves I don't have a problem -right?!? was cooking for a pretty important
that the way to control the baby, was to
DE: Did your therapist catch on to occasion and the next thing I was at ware
give him Scotch and paregoric - which
the fact that you were a substance of was rabbits - and I was seeing
worked real well - and the baby went to
abuser?
"Watership Down," but I had no idea
sleep. That became my later drinking
JQ: No. , And, several ~imes when I how I got there. It .was very, very
pattern. I was not a loud, wild, breakbrought it up in therapy, it was denied. frightening ... One of the things alcohoAnd it's still denied. "You're not that! lics like to do is control, and that is a very
'em-up drinker. I was a get-quietlystoned-and·SllJashed-and-go-to-sleep
You're still working out your conflicts." uncontrolled circumstance. It scared me
drinker, and I'd make up all kinds of
Andthatwasbullshit-pureandsimple enough so that I stopped drinkli'llg for
excuses about why I was going to bed at
bullshit. Some of that I colluded with nine months, but I did not go to AA. I
7 o'clock at night. I really believe now
because I didn't want to stop drinking. said "I'll do this myself." That's another
that I was a substance abuser waiting
But later on in my drinking history thing we like to do - "I'll take care of
for the substance. All my life ' I felt
when I was trying to say, "I drink too this all by myself." But, I did stop
much," instead of asking me a simple drinking for nine months - I felt like
different. It didn't matter what reason.
Certainly my gayness was a reason I felt
question like, "How much do you shit - but I stopped drinking. But I
drink?" - the questions you ask to help didn't do anything about the "inside
different. Bu.t that was only one of 8
million reasons. I happened to grow up
a person see they've got a problem were me" - about the drinker who was taking
in a large city in a Jewish neighborhood
not asked. I was asked all the wonderful the drink. All I did was put the cork in
that I was very fond of, and I felt
intrapsychic questions like, "What kind the bottle. And, of course, I was waiting
different because I couldn't get Bar
· of power struggle does that remind you for someone to come along and 13ay it
Mitzvahed. I could feel different about
of?" and "Who are you trying to get?"
WI¥! okay ,for me to drink, .and I went
anything. I could find a way to feel difAlso, as an alcoholic, I am very good back to the old pa~tn:
ferent about not going to Florida. And
at making excuses for everything. And,
that feeling of internal alienation was
for a long time, my therapy, as well as
very important - it was there and
my education, became what I used to
attached to a huge balll of anger.
protect my drinking. I'd use anything "to
Certainly one enormous contributing
protect my_. ~drinking anything.
factot had to do witbt the fact "that I
Because of my ·education, I learned
found it veey difficult; to integrate my
something about the uses of medication
style of maleness. I, in effect, knew I was
and I used to be able to medicate mys.elf
gay for more than 15 years before the
in such a way that, although I'd be
Stonewall Riot, and during those times
roaring drunk when I went to sleep, in
there was no such thing as anything
the morning I would have given myself
•
enough ~tuff so I'd wake up feeling_fj.pe.
DE: Could you, for the benefit of
positive - anything positive - about
being gay. It's interesting - a group of
And I was proud .o f that! I was really those who may not know, descriloe the
people I interviewed many years ago sick! I was proud thatl could just bounce term "blackout"?
it was weird - the way people walked
out of bed. That's crazy! That's sick-to
JQ:. That's importa~t. A blackout is
into the room for the interview told me
take 12 pills to get myself to a place simply a period of amnesia. I was funcwhen they came out. Pre-Stonewall
where I could look ·good in the morning timiing fine. I asked the person who was
people all came in with a Dachau-look on
because of·what I did the night before!
then my•.wife what had happened, and
their face. l>ost-Stonewall people-walked
And that pattern continued so that, even she said she didn't know anything was
in with a kind of comfort. I re-experience
after I acknowledged I was an alcoholic wrong. I've known people who have perthat with friends who grew up in
and started tl}e process of recovery in formed surgery during blackouts, who
Alcoholics Anonymous, the first time I have done entire shows during blackcountryside Maine, which is very, very
similar today, still - that feeling that
spoke at a meeting I was convinced outs, who have driven 500 miles. The
there is no way I can ever be seen as
people would throw me out for not being problem is you don't remember it. It's a
ordinary, as acceptable. That sense of
an alcoholic! No one ever did. And memory loss, not a loss of com1ciousanger and profound alienation soon
partly because my definition of an ness. It can be short or long. One of my
became part of a set of symptoms called
alcoholic was adjuste(j to protect my blackouts lasted about a minute,
dril).king - I always defin_ed alcoholic in another for four or five hours. Some
oppression, which I found got treated
such a · way so that it was worse than people have blackouts lasting for weeks.
very, very well with alcohol - oppresmy drinking. So, I could just. keep
DE: At what point did you ac:knowsion, suppref!sion, · repression, depression. And, I discovered that wit})
drinking forever.) knew I wasn't living ledge you had a problem and what
alcohol,..for.tpe first time, I didn't give a
in the streets~ nor was I ever picked up brought you to seeking help?
damn __:_ I ~just' dipn't care - which
with my wine bottle in the morning with
JQ: The first time happened over 10
enabled me tc{ speak a.no ·pe, and in a
frostbite.
years ago, .when my newborn son
sense it worked,,- The problem with
DE: That myth iitill persists - the started crying. I was taking care of him.
alcoholic as the "Skid Row" person.
And, I couldn'.t fix it. He was inteifering
alcohol is that in its initial phases it
vvorks. It's not that it.d oesn't work. I felt
JQ: People expect that when they go with my drinking and I really felt like I
fixed. Soop _after, for other reasons,
to an AA meeting. They expect to see a wanted to kill him. I was so ap,palled
amphetamineiHl~eaine available to me
roomfui of "back corner alley winos." Of that I spoke with someone who worked
and I got really hooked on amphetacourse, people with such a history are in with alcoholics. I went to some
mines. They enabled me to do all the
our group and have done very well and meetings, but my inside feelings were
things I wanted to do. I was very producare recovering. But that's only a small not to go and say "I'm here." I went to
tive.
percentage. There are almost as many prove that I shouldn't be there. I comI was always an over-achiever. I never
women as men, and there are an awful pared myself with other people.
felt I had a right to mess up like anybody
lot of young people.
Whenever I found the slightest difelse. I tried to do without feelings. So, I'd
Everyone ' s drinking pattern is ference between me and someone else, I
set myself up to mess up. That didn't
individual. It's really not what you capitalized on it. I didn't drink for
work. Thatpulljustabouttoremeapart.
drink but how you drink and what maybe a couple months, but I didn't go
happens to yo11 when you drink. My to any more meetings because "I wasn't
One day feelings exploded in me. I'm
very grateful for that today. For me,
history of my disease is very sneaky. I like that!" In fact, at that time, I was so
therapy was a beginn ing to honestly
wasn't a person who started off in a sickthatlsaid-andlreally,reallysaid
start to face the fact - I needed therapy
blackout. My pattern wasn't like that. I this - "I wish I were alcoholic and I
to prepare me to accept the fact that I
started out looking like a nice, good, .wish I were gay because I really like gay
.was also a substance abuser, because I
young, intellectual social drinker, people and I think alcoholics who are
used to deny my illness up a_rid:'down . • \··~Because "tha t's·\vhat I· let people see. ~~ trecoverihg are neat." The thingis:; I was

bullshit - I was both gay and alcoholic
and that's the kind of distorted thinking
I was into. Alcoholism is called a
"disease of denial" and that's an
example of that kind of denial. Here I
· was in multiple gay relationships, but
"I'm not gay." Here I was drinking in
ways that I wanted to kill my son, but
"I'm not an alcoholic."
The other time was when I had that
blackout. I had a lot of familiarity with
AA. I had heard of AA, sent people to
AA, liked AA, said AA was terrific, and I
said to people, "I'm not going." I was
protecting my right to drink. And then a
client informed me of some behavior I
did during a blackout. At that point
something happened very
nondramatic, but something clicked
inside me, and I said, "I'm an alcoholic."
What was weird was when I went to my
first meeting at that point in time. I was
scared shitless. It wasn't my fir&t
experience. I was very familiar with AA,
very well-educated on. alcoholism. I
really was. At that meeting, I began to
hear some things I could really identify
with. I began to listen. I actually began
following the suggestions. I did what
people said worked. This \vas about two
years ·ago. What I discovered soon was
tnat, for the first time in my life, I felt I

"One of my f avoritt~ ways of denying it was to
always associate mJlself with people who drank
or used more ·drugs than I did."
was with people who - I didn't understand why - I understood and knew
they understood me. I started to feel
better. I really started to feel better, so
that going to a meeting felt better than a
drink. I remember the day when I said,
"You know, this is better than
Tanqueray." And I once thought
nothing was better than Tanquery. This
feeling was.
An important part of the recovery
program is that it's not just something
you don't do. It's something you do do.
And what you do do is better than what
you had. It's not like, "Oh, I'm holding
on and I'm so deprived." That's not it at
all. The gay group helped a lot because
some aspects of how my character was
affected really needed to be dealt with.
. For instance, one ·i,f my favorite things
to do was, after being Mr. Upright
StraightrCitizen, have two martinis on a
weekend afternoon, leave the house
immediately and go tricking and have
anonymous sexual contact. - maybe
·3,000-4,000. And I had to deal with the
fact that in many ways I really have
used 3-4,000 people, and I had to accept
that and know that, and a lot of those
people I can't even get in touch with.
Occasionally I do, and I say "I'm sorry."
It will never be possible with some - I
didn't even know what their faces looked
like. But, when possible, I do.
DE: When did you acknowledge that
you were gay? Was there any correlation
between the time you said "I'm gay" and
when y.ou acknowledged your
alcoholism?
JQ: I guess the first time was in 1968
or 1969 :.._ the first time I was able to say
that what I was feeling and doing as a
gay person was really me. And I took

'.
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another step. in acknowledging. 1t\ m
1975. And I slowly came out to my wife.
And that was slowly dealt with. Here is
where the therapy helped. There was
within me a progressive honesty that
was building, and a progressive ability
to be more honest. That's the number
one thing required for sobriety - the
ca1>,acity for honesty. I was a s~per-con
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DE: The struggle isn't over when the . :1' respect it's sort .offorr. I'm excited'about .. ; What has als.o, 'beeW ·amazing 1.s, that,

booze is out of your system.
JQ: Right. I just did my second
Thanksgiving sober. The first Thanksgiving sober was amazing ..,... just.to be
doing something like that. That was all I
could see. 'fl'm able to get through
Thanksgiving and Christmas without
drinking!" It was a miracle. But, the
· ·

+

the rest of my life. I'm interested in
over .time, the meeting has remained
. seeing where it will go.
pretty much half women and half men.
DE: You talked about how scared you
Some veey special things happen. What
were going to that AA meeting when you
we suggest is that people don't restrict
went in with a different attitude - you
themselves to gay meetings, because one
were more 'readv. you started to listen
of the things a gay person can do is conand ipentify. What helped you go back?
tinue to say, "I'm so special because I'm
JQ: People say their name and
gay." Frankly,Tm an alcoholic. I've had
"Jlello." No one ever s~ys, "Do you have
a lot of experiences in coming out to
a right to be here?" And, if you don't
people in the program .....:. people who I
·
come back for a while, no one ever says,
was honestly afraid to come out
1
"Where have you been?" There are no
.to ... some with very fundamentalist
,,1.•
,,
rules - only suggestions. That's really
religious backgrounds. I myself have
important. The .difficult thing to
not had any bad experiences. But that
and super-bullshit-artist, and as I went
second Thanksgi y ing has been describeistheamount<;>floveandunderhas to be an individual choice.
throu_gh therapy I was able ~ be more
different. There was a quality to the time standing you encounter in AA meetings.
I know people who I don't think would
honest, and I had to acknowledge that I
that was quite different. And I was men- My fellow alcoholics know exactly when
be sober if the gay meeting weren't there.
was gay and an alcoholic. Those were
tioning this to a friend, and she said, I need a hug. and when I need a kick in
And the alienation that often exists
the final two big pieces,
·
"You know -Thanksgiving dinner was the ass, better than anyone else. Every
between lesbians and gay men really.
DE: Did anyone ever confront you
all ready and you discovered someone- -alcoholic is,- in some way or another, a
gets broken down in the meetings. Some
about your drinking? It sounds like your
had forgotten to turn on the mashed con, including me. A con recognizes a
people's level of hurt, pain and fear is
therapist never picked up on it.
potatoes. The amazing thing was that con real easily. And that's been real
such that I think they really do .need to
JQ: Sure. I guess my favorite line
instead of having a temper-tantrum or helpful too. An incredible thing happens
go to a gay meeting to start with. [think
would be something like, "If nobody
blowing up at the person 'who didii't 1do ihside when you realize this is a place
it's \_'Y'qnderful we have both. There are
knows the troubles I've seen, then I have
it you simply-said 'I guess if s another where I can drop the bulfshit and be safe.
other gay meetings in the state now.
h~lfhourbeforedinner,'andyouhada Nobody hits you fo! being honest.
TherewasoneearlierAAgroupthatgot
a right to drink," and "What's really
amazing is that! don't drink more - like
good time." That's an important ~ -Nobody ever hits you for- bl!ing honest. · involved in politics, instead of in AA 1
those people." Andl'dgetmyselfoffthe
example.
Nobodyeverhitsyou,asamatteroffact,
and rapidly disappeared. We learned
target. Yeah, I was confronted, but I
Every per son who is an alcoholic has a for being dishonest, either. Becoming
from the experience of that group that
didn't hear it. I couldn't hear it. It's part
secret notion they really could rule the h<?nest is a slow process. For myself, I
this group was not a gay rap group, not a
of the disease called denial.
universe, and that's our job. And, one of have found the fellowship of AA to be
political group. We're here to deal with
DE: I've often heard alcoholism
the nicest things is to get off that job the first healthy family I've ever been in.
our alcoholism. We also have a wide age
referred to as a "disease of the attitudes."
description and be myself in my Many times at a meeting now I'll just sit
range, a real mix. It's also a wonderful
I hear that in what you're saying. What
own skin. That takes time. One of the big there and look at the people who I really
thing to see that number of gay people
was it like sharing that with friends and . things I'm working on now for myself, at love and who love me, and I'll just burst
liking, themselves - a lot - day by day,
family members? Was that Hke a
the moment; is to acknowledge "that I into tears feeling . "God! This many
week after week. It's a very special place.
"coming out" process?
hurt ,vhen I hurt. I hurt. Things hurt. I
· JQ: That gets to two things - why
hurt. To just say that is a big deal. I am
Fm anonymous and what goes on with
not totally capable and I can't take on
me. Alcoholics have incredible egos and
everyone else's garbage. To just say "I'm
they have to do things in really big
tired" is a big deal. To say that I have
ways. An alcoholic,·and in some ways a
limits is·a big deal.
gay person, really understands that big
DE: You mentioned your .anonymity.
scene in "Hello Dolly." The best example
Could you explain why you wanted ap.d
people!" And one of the things I realize
Other meetings are very special to me
I can think of is that my way of dealing
needed to remain anonymous for this
now is that I needed 200 people to love
also, and it's important that I go to other
with this was to go to my father with my
interview?
me. No orte pers.o n could have done it. I
meetings besides the gay group.
wife and do the following: I told him that
JQ: · My anonymity is not because of tried that and ate them up. I really · DE: I was just thinking that both
I hadn't told him anything significant
fear. It's important that my experience
needed 200. And another important part
alcoholics and gay people have to conabout myself in twelve years. I told him
be shared, but not because I'm a special
of my recovery is to open myself for
front that attitude that says, "You're
that I was an alcoholic, gay and that we
person with a special name, and not
service to others. They help rile and I
immoral. There's something wrong with
were getting -a divorce. And I had the
because I'm hot-spit for any reason, but
help · them. That's very important. In
your moral character because you're an
'incredible chutzpuh to think that he was
because I'm an alcoholic. I as a person,
times of crisis, that',s what has kept me
'alcoholic or because you're a gay
jus.t terribl~ when he called the next day
because I'm an alcoholic, would tend to
together.
person."
and said he was suicidal. -That's a
feel like Ei hot-spit ifm y.name were used.
DE: I'v.e often. he~rd p~ople express,
JQ: I'm glad you brought that up,
typical 'lilcdhoHc: You don't do thiilgs in
So, I'm anonymou~ l'ortn1e? Ah'onymily - 'as a e ason-for not·~oing to KA, that AA
becaUBe '1im.ost everybody w.,ho is an
stages. You do everything all at once.
is really part of what's called the is a religious program.
alcoholic has!elt - I've felt tfos wa That's a typical attitude - "If I'm going
spiritual foundation of the program. I'm
JQ: It says in the preamble that AA is
there is. something fundamentally
to do it, I'm going to do it all and right
not the center of the universe and that's not associated with any denomination.
immoral about me. What many people
away" - instead of one step, one day, at
a very important place to ·be. Als,c>, I'm
It is not a religious body. It is a spiritual
don't.know is that we (alcoholics) have a
a time.
'
not "speaking for. the program. No ·one
body. It talks about a Higher Power.
disease, which is very different. And I
And, as far as Higher Power, ~any
think that is one of the most important
people feel comfortable· using the word
concepts , for people to understand "God-. " Many people don't. Good
alcoholism is a disease.
atheists are members of AA. For some
I do believe that in order to progress in
people I know, their Higher Power is an
my sobriety I must also continually
Attitudes are very important. One
can. I am only speaking for myself and
image of the ocean. I knew one whose
work on decreasing my own internal
attitude I certa1nly had was that I could
my own experience. So that's another
Higher Power is a tree. For many people,
homophobia. I relaly do feel I have that
not ask for help. Attitudes change
reason for anonymity. It is not fear.
. the Higher Power can be the group itself
task. · I think that's a process that any
slowly, and mine are still changing
DE: Is it a general rule that members
-:- the program. It frankly .doesn't
oppressed group has to go through.
slowly. It's not something that just
of AA do not .publicly identify themmatter. What is important is that you
That's been an important part of my ·,
happens. It's something I have to
selves as members?
begin to develop · a relationship with
recover. When I first started to go to gay
commit myself to every single day. I can
JQ: Especially in press, radio and something bigger than yourself - more
meetings, I was scared shitless. That
commit myself to not drinking one day
TV. It is not helpful for my sobriety to go
caring of me than I jim. And that was my homophobia. I had to dea]
at a time. All I need to do is think 20
around wearing sign, "I'm in AA and whatever it is - can make me ·s ober
with my homophobic attitude that ga~
years down the road and I'm back in
aren't I terrific!" I'm simply in AA, and when I can't. Some people connect that a
people were fundamentally _nasty
I'm a person with a disease.
that scene in "Hello Dolly" and I'm
lot with God-talk. Mapy people don't.
gossips who would love to get me. I was
DE: You've beeri talking a lot about
setting myself up for a drink. But when I
DE: . When you're drinking, the
paranoid as hell. I was amazed at how
what helps you stay sober, what gets you
think of what I've done today and my
Higher Power is booze. It has the
many levels of homophobia I had,
attitude towards that, it's really
through the· rough spots - changing control.
because I thought I had pretty much
important. I start to value small things.
who you are, b~ing more honest about
JQ: Precisely. Something beyond
dealt with that. continued on page 11
I start to see different things in my life as
feelings, changing your attitudes, ourselves or in oursel:ves, which is
keeping sight of the positives when greater than my· consciousness .of me,
important. My previous attitudes were
there's a lot of shit going on. Anything · th_a thelp·s keepmesober-that's.':Yhat's
all geared to increase the chip on my
shoulder, whether cons~ious or unconelse?
I}es:essary for me. That's what has kept
· JQ: The maj9r thing is don't drink. me together:
scious it doesn't matter.
.
I was an "abuse collector." I could
The first drink leads to your drunk. I
DE: How arid why did the local
really take very seriously that if my ass meeting of Gay AA come together?
collect abuse everywhere. I .would leave
falls Qff, I don't drink: ·That's numero . JO: Jt came about because of a couole
out all the positive stuff about me and
others, and I could do self-righteous
uno. The other is to go to meetings. One of people who felt they really needed to
anger up the wall and across the ceiling
of the things I need to do is to remember ·share their whole story with complete .
and · make it last for 15 years, over
who I am. I find that meetings really honesty - and did not feel, for their own
whether someone invited me to a
help with self-pi ty. I can get so self- reasons, ()<>mfortable doing that at an
Christmas party or not. It's part of my
pitying it's incredible. and meetings are ordinaey ·meeting. By the way; I know
disease, part ofmy character, so I've got
just essential in sharing my strengths ' people who do share their gayness at an
to learn to let 'go of that - even if I'm
and hope and experiences, and having ordinary meeting and hayen't had any
right. That was hard. That came someother people do the same. It's only r~al trouble. But, most people don't feel
time into the program. My attitude has
recently at meetings that I've been able like they can. And also because of a
to say · "Hello everybody" and really feeling that there are certain issues we
to be, towards myself and my world, that
I have a choice and that choice is
mean it. I used to say " Hello everybody" really need to bring up - issues that are
whether to see, within myself and in my
and look at the floor. Now I can look at related to gay culture. That the bar is
world, the goodies that are there or the
- somebody and say " Hi" and that's a big just not the bar. It is a meeting place, a
shit that is there. And, the shit's always
deal for me - and asking for help. I did social place, a community place. And, at
unique &. beautiful clothing
there. It's never going to go waway. I
those things, but very slowly. I was in certain times and · places there is
, from. ~ h e r e
used to say· I would stop drinking if the
the program for three months before I nowhere else that a person crur meet
shit went away. It doesn't go away. It
could get phone numbers, six months other gay people. It just happend that
will never go away. What also doesn 't go
before I could ask for a sponsor, and five or six of us got together and set up a
41 Exchange St
Portland
away are the good things inside us that
another seven months before I could use very loosely structured meeting. All AA
we.c;1n start to acknowledge and see. It's
my sponsor. It's a real gradual program does not h ~ve structure. Wqat has been
nice to feel those ,things. It'iffun.
of recovery. And ·.it's gradu,al. In that · amazin g is 'How the hleeting has grown. ' ···l!:::::==::::::::-====================::::J

". . . that is One Of the most important COnCeptS ·
for people to understand-alcoho,ism is
.a ulSease.

0

''It's a real gradual program of recovery.
I'm excited about the rest of my lije. I'm
interested in seeing where ·i t will go."·

''/ have to be responsible.No one puts that drink
in my hand except me. "

AMARYLLIS
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Wom~n Meets Girl~ Woman Loses Girl,
Woman Gets Woman
By Nancy Brockway
Before I share with you a wonderful
theater experience I had in New York
this fall, I need to correct something I
said last month about May Sarton. I
said she came out in the 50's but I have
since learned it was 1965. The 60's still
.required much courage from gays, as is
:attested by the fact that she lost two jobs
as a result of her openness. She is one of
our pioneers in self-respect for this
action. ·
~
Thanks to non-union PeoplExpress, I
got to go to the Big Apple twice this fall.
There I saw an explicitly lesbian
musical play that would rival Gay Side
Story .. . "Sappho and Aphrodite" has
ended two successful runs, at a church/
arts center in Brooklyn, and Off Off
Broadway. By the time you read this, it
will be pl~ying Off Broadway. Movin' on
up!
.
This play has special meaning for us
Mainers because our own Joni Wong,
who used to be with Portland's Shoestring Theater and comes back each
year for the Halloween Parade, was the
lighting designer for the show. More on
that later.
Author Karen Malpede has woven
poems and fragments of Sappho's
verses into the dialogue and songs of the
play. The Greek poet of the 6th century
B.C. is actually a pivotal character. The
play takes off from what little we know
of Sappho's life, and creates a partly
plausible but always compelling story.
Sappho, grandly and subtly played by
the imposing Beverly Wideman, is
running a school for young women to
teach them how to write poetry and
song, to dance, and to be strong and
woman-identified. (This last part is not
emphasized to the pupils' parents . .. ) As
is her custom, she has taken on a brash
young woman, played with appropriate
artistic intensity by Kate Stafford, as
first her student, and then her protegee
and lover.
The play opens as Sappho, fearing she
is getting old and jealous . that her
student Atthis has learned to write
poetry too well, dumps Atthis and plans
to take on the new arrival at the school,
Anactoria. Anactoria is played by
Catherine Coray, who can bellydance
like nobody's business, belt out a lyric,
- and with such skill that it was hard to
believe her professed self-consciousness
and awe of Sappho.
Sappho hopes her· own poetic fire will
be rekindled by love and the chance to be
the teacher again to an unformed talent.
Needless to say, Atthia' grief and anger
at this rejection is not helped by
Sappho's reasoning.
Anactoria has arrived on the night of
the annual celebration of the Goddess of
Love, Aphrodite. (We know Atthis has ·
made it as a poet because her verses were
chosen by Sappho to be the song to the
Goddess at the ritual that night.) This
device enables Malpede deftly to
introduce the two other characters and
the wonderful subplots · built around
them.
Sappho's daughter, Cleis, superbly
payed by Dorothy Cantwell, is a
teenager. She is dizzy and full of life. She
both desperately needs to break away
and be independent,.especially when it
", comes to her crush on a local · boy.
Throughout the play Sappho tries to talk
her out of her infatuation. It's never
quite clear whether this is because ofher
stated concern for her daughter's wellbeing in her first brush with love, or
whether the real issue is Cleis' sexuality
and Sappho's clinging to control her
daughter. This ambiguity creates an
undercurrent of dramatic tension.
Cleis is buddies with TI.mis, a woman
who was taken in by Sappho after her
tongue was cut out (so-she could not
report she'd been raped), and who
communicates through her versatile ·

facial expressions, body language, and
evocative conga drum playing. This
demanding role was brilliantly played
by Edwina Lee Tyler, founder and
director of "A Piece of the World," an allwomen's African Percussion and Dance
ensemble.
Timis is in love with the blissfullyunaware Cleis. She comforts Cleis in her
sorrows and shares her happ:tness, and
never shows her own longing for the
effervescent emerging woman. Timis
wants to have the role of the Goddess in
the ritual this year. Cleis and Atthis·
both think Timis would get it, but
Sappho imperiously refuses; she has
plans for Anactoria, the new pupil.
Sappho has thus managed to alienate
her lover, her daughter and her close
friend. The stage is set for fireworks and
the playwright delivers. By the end of
the play, TI.mis has won Cleis' heart
after the boyfriend demonstrates male
ineptness and insensitivity in
lovemaking. Atthis has beaten Sappho
to Anactoria's attention, but Sappho
gets her revenge by arranging for
Anactoria's cavalry officer fiance back
home to hire the unsuspecting Atthis to
write their wedding song. When Atthis
discovers Anactoria's plans to marry
and Sappho's cruel joke, she goes off to
jump to her death in the ocean (a
reference to Sappho's .poem on the
suicide of the real-life Atthis - Sappho's
male lover in Lesbos.)
Sappho has consequently had the
scare of her life and learns that she loves
Atthis and can . write poetry without
lusting after young students, an d
Anactoria is packing her bags to return
to comfortable straight society life after
her horizon-broadening affair with
Atthis. Meanwhile on the cliff Atthis
learns not to need Sappho which means
she can have her, so she doesn't jump,
and they all live happily ever after.
Phew!
My summary ignores the psychological and spiritual messages that the
playwright is trying to convey through
her use of ritual chants and dances, and
a sort of an exorcism of Atthis' selfhatred and Sappho's guilt at the end.
Sometimes I was caught up in the
rituals, and at other times I felt too 20th
century pre-return-of-Goddess-worship
to participate emotionally.
There was high drama for me when we
step out of the material plane and the
heretofore mute Timis speaks in
judgment of Sappho for driving Atthis
to suicide. But it seems awkward that
Sappho was draped in a cloth head to toe
and crowned with the Goddess' snake
tiara during this rite. I am sad to say,
too, that in the Off Broadway theater,
the klieg light on the floor to cast an eerie
light on this scene also cast a distracting
shadow on the players. (This was not a
problem in the Brooklyn church/
theater so ·I suspect it was due to the
available facilities.) I also confess Ito
being put off by what sounded like so
much Transactional Analysis/RC/New
Age jargon during Atthis' primal
scream scene. I dunno. I believe in a lot
of it. but it's embarrassing to hear it put
forth as serious drama.
What worked for me consistently was
the miraculous music, composed by
Roberta Kosse. The lyrics, mostly
adopted from Sappho's poems, do not
rhyme or have a meter that jumps out at
you in the English translation (Malpede
used mary Barnard's Sappho: A New
Translation, published by University of
California Press). But the memorable
melodies and accompanying electronic
keyboard music, played to perfection by
Erika Schenker, fit the mood and
message exquisitely: I just wish they'd
put out an Original Cast Album.
" The sets by Bernette Rudolph
consisted of larger than lifesize cutouts
of undulating quasi-female shapes,
whic1t m atke<l off tC>o"sely <iefiiiea areas

on the open-stage: They were colored in
the actu~J Jime and place s_cenes, and
reversed by the cast to show all white as
the action moved into the ritual phase.
This device worked well, especially in
the limited stage space. .
Joni Wong's lighting not only helped
create the varied locales of the different
scenes where no curtain marked time
and space divisions, but also carried the
audience along with the mood changes
as the drama unfolded. Other than the
one · problem with the shadow, the
·lighting was unobtrusive unless you
looked for it, which meant it achieved its
effect without.letting the audience know
it was working on them.
The piece is an odd jumble of historical
references and anachronistic elements
from mod.em· progr es·s ive politics,
especially le.sbiB.J1.-feminism. The cast is
interracial; Sappho is played by a Black
woman, and you can be sure that no
Black Africa} woman had such power,
even in a female community, in 6th
century B.C. in Greece. Anactoria vainly
tries to soothe Atthis' hurt by pointing
out what a good life Anactoria will have
when she returns home to be married,
when it is well documented that all
women of all classes in Classical Greece
were treated like dirt. (See Goddesses,
Wives, Whores and Slaves, by Sarah B.
Pomeroy, published by Schocken
Books.)
We all let out a whoop of feminist
appreciation when Atthis, having heard
of the marriage song commission (before
she knows it's Anactoria's wedding),
exclaims how good it is finally to get
paid for your work. And based on what
little I know of man-boy sex in ancient
Greece, it may make sense to show
Sappho as a cradle-robber, but this
element in the plot especially turned me
off. I had no sympathy, but only disgust,
for Sappho's use of her power as teacher
to seduce very young women. I am only
glad that she accepted Atthis back at the
end.
Despite the jagged edges, I was
enthralled by the play. It had all the
elements of gripping drama , together
with comic relief, and enchanting music.
While some of the plot lines were a bit
pat, especially in their resolution,...the
driving tension was sustained
throughout. Maybe quality theater with
explicit lesbian-feminism can only be
supported financially in big
cosmopolitan areas. It would be great to
try to bring this show to Maine (or even
Boston). But barring that; I recommend
you try to see it if you get down to New
York in the near future. And who knows,
maybe they'll bring out a recording . . .

A Second Thought
I was thinking of drinking,

But didn 't of course.
Because if I had,
I'd be full of remorse!
The guil t would take over,
there'd be no room for laugh ter,
And I'd probably cry,
the whole morning after!
I th ank "God" th ese days,
for "finding A.A."
Cause they've given me strength ,
And I know I can say,
That "one day at a time,"
I'm going to get better,
And who knows, just maybe,
become a go getter,
Who'll get a good job,
and a new place to live,
And who'll learn to stop taking
a nd learn how to give.
So God let me stick with
the "Saints and the Winners,"
I don't want to be with
the "losers and sinners!"
And I know if I pray
you will see that I do
So then I'll h ave a chance
to start life a new.
I owe you so mu ch,
I can never repay.
But I promise you now,
th at I really will try,
And h opefull y Lord
Before I die, you
will kn ow th at I've given
the best th at I could,
Just as I'm sure
you knew I would!!
Gene L.
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Women's Music Alive at ·USM·:·.

Wild Wailing Women
The Wild Wailing Women have a
.;ound all their own. A group of five
women, they bring individual talents
and strengths together and blend into
one of the best groups I've ever heard.
The group has been together for one
year, and hopefully will be around for
·many years in the future. With three
guitarists (including a bass player you
won't want to miss), a drummer, and a
woman who plays flute and bassoon (I
think I saw a piccolo, too), theydoafastpaced mixture of blues, jazz, rock-n~roll,
and folksy selections. In one song, the
Wild Wailing Women did an excellent
and precise jazzy ''be-bop" harmony to
which I could have tapped a whole in my
Maine Trotters if I hadn't held my legs
down. The five voices blend beautifully
with each other, soprano to tenor, in
outstanding harmony, always
synchronized, always on key. Each
member contributes songs she has
written, so the repertoire is brand-new
and very personal. The group itself
makes. a political statement: it consists
of both lesbians and straight
performers, who musically bridge the
gap of affectional preference with love
songs written to those whom the women
care about, male and female. It's neat to
see the band first sing about loving a
man, then belt out an intense, strong
song about a woman.
·One song in particul~r usually makes
my a_ bit misty around tht: gills: a band

*

*
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Judy Gorm~n-Jacob~

-

·close Encounters

By Elizabeth
rorllaiitic ' with the earth ("that's my
planet/' she announces). She writes in
beautiful figurative poetry, laced with
anger at those forces responsible for
destruction. Her songs are a plea for
awarenes and action - they're songs
that urge, in no uncertain terms, to go
one step further than appreciation of the
natural earth and do something about it.
_ Recently, Judy was invited to sing in
Europe. She visited Germany, where the
reality of nuclear destruction is now past
being a glint in the button-pusher's eye.
In front of a crowd of close to 1000, Judy
'
sang "Bread arid Roses" in German to
Judy Gorman-Jacobs sings in 3-D.
her audience. She received a stomping,
She lays her emotions out before us, and
standing ovation, and the people
we are invited to her feast. A feminist
actually took flowers from the bouquets
political singer from New York City, ("if
you're a city junkie, New York is sort of · in the room and threw them at her. This
woman strikes chords in the souls of her
the ultimate fix,") she catches the
listeners. During the encore, the
audience with her spirit, voice, and
movement and holds us carefully until · audience not only joined in, but lit small
candles as well, sharing a song of
she is finished sharing her message.
solidarity in a very frightened country.
Judy has a powerful voice in the altoJudy tells her audience many stories
tenor range, with a nice vibratto ... the
like this as she performs. With a wicked
woman can certainly play a mean
guitar; Even her humming carries well . . little smile, she says, "I keep a file of
clippings about the government. I
There is .a rich, even contrast between
figure, if'. they have a file on me, I should
instrument and voice.
keep a file on them!'
Judy sings sad songs, angry songs,
Judy dances slightly as she sings - a
hopeful songs, humorous songs, songs
movement so natural and comfortable
of lo,ve. One in particular about her
that she joyously betrays her oneness
husband is very moving. Many are
and convictions within herself. The
originals, including one which nonwoman is a yibrant messenger, a gentle
sen timen tally uses a rainbow in
artist compelled to give as finely as she
symbolism: ("Which," she shares, "is
is able. And we, the recipients, leave that
only a half-circle because of our limited
much richer because of it.
pers~ve ... actually, if you're on a
"Encourage the committed and
plane and the day is very clear, you'll see
commit the encouraged." - Judy
that a rainbow is really a whole circle ...
Gorman-Jacobs.
·
it's a well-kept secret!") Judy is a

member write it for her adopted
daughter ... about the fear and hopethat
someone would take her in and love her.
It's slow and easy, in "one-two-three"
time. Very thoughtful. But then again,
most of the music that Wild Wailing
Women produce is.
Then, of course, comes the "ohmygod
that's terrific" song about bears
roaming, the streets of Portland, Maine.
It's a riot, and the audience just sits
there and yucks away. There's also a
humorous number written for "them
that were told to mouth, never sing". The
Wild Wailing Women keep the audience
on a C major high with their goodnatured lyrics, their ad-libbing, friendly
verbal pokes at each other, and constant
banter with the audience.
"Split Second" is their only hard-core
political number. It warns about nuclear
devastation, and had a significant
impact on me - I first saw it performed
about the same time I saw "The Day
After";
' Their theme song is "Wild Women ·
Don't Get The Blues" by Ida Cox. I think
they're right. These Wild Women
certainly don't, at least not on stage,
where they're up every minute and
insisting their audience be right up there
with them.
All in all? wa=U2E (Wild Wailing
Women is the Ultimate Uplifting
Experience!)

Seven o'clock on a Wednesday night.
Luther Bonney Hall. People (mostly
women) drop their donations in the box
at the door and find a good seat. We're in
for a double treat tonight: The Wild
WRiling Women ·. and Judy GormanJ acobs. I anticipate a good audience
response, and sure enough, when I get
ready to leave at the end of the concert,
my paws are raw and my heart is full.
The concert is sponsored by the
Women's Forum, Coalition, and PIRG.
Way to go, sisters!

Your GAY ADULT BOOKSTORE in southern Maine
175Y2 St. John St., Portland• 773-4478
NO memberships required unttl
February 1,1984
Open THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY & SONDAY
From noon 'till 6 pm, daily
WE'RE ON THE BUSUNE
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A Bad
By B.J. Aaron

This article. is dedicated to my very
dear friend Dr. Melda Newman. Without
her love for and belief in me I might not
-have survived . . .
·

ABAD FALL
Daylight succumbed to darkness.
Winter's warnings echoed in the winds
as they whirJed about tearing the last
remaining leaves that clung to the trees'.
The season had come to pass for Mother
Earth and · for me. It -was not to be
escaped, bµt rather experienced. Fall
had set in, with frost on its coattails. A
time of solace and, cold. A season of
retreat.
It was my senior year in college, and
not all that long ago. To instructors and
peers I represented success (or so I had
thought). I had been ·active in campus
politics, been a dean's list student
throughout my education, done
considerable work within the campus
community and "kept my nose clean". I
was a "good student". Outwardly ·
intelligent, witty and an achiever.
Inwardly an empty, suffering spirit;
ignorant of self, of life, and of relationship. ·
The roles were cast and the curtain set
to go up. But wait! I could no longer play
the part. I don't know exactly when I
began to lose the energy to pull off that
farce, but it was escaping rapidly, like
air from a balloon. I felt weak, tired and
depressed. No words could describe ''it".
I didn't know what ''it" was. And no
tears could release "it". Such rains
would fall, but the dark clouds remained
after each storm.
Weeks went by that seemed like years
- actually eternity. I had retreated from
family, friends and self. What little
feeling and awareness I had once had
was overshadowed by the enemy depression~He had cost me the ability to
laugh, to risk, to be free and to trust. I
was emotionally · crippled and
physically exhausted.

. : .'1 I

Even therapy came to feel like a ·
Self-Pity had now become my closest
burden. I "failed'' twice weekly at tryin~ companion. He maintained a bedside
to get at what "it" was. And I felt guilty vigil, ·went shopping with me, to the
and angry about that. I couldn't get laundry, etc. I did not go out often, but
''better". I tried talking, exercising, when I did, he always wentalpngforthe
drugs and diet modification. Nothing drive. He was my hero of sorts. I was a
seemed to help. I was failing. And being powerless, defeated being. Only he could
aperfectionist,Ididnottakethislightly. bail me out and serve as my excuse for
Idid"succeed"atonethingthatFall.I ·seclusion. He could battle away my
made a new friend. (Actually, I guess we closest friends. He had convinced me
were really childhood friends that grew that even those who called daily out of
closerthatyear.)Anyway,hisnamewas concern were not to be taken too
Self Pity and though we've since drifted seriously. I was unworthy of their love
apart somewhat, we do still get together and should stop struggling to accept it.
from time to time. Pity and I were
Pity and I were inseparable.
drinking buddies. We had a grand time
The seemingly large apartment was
together. Self-destruction can seem growing smaller. Somehow 2 bedrooms,
wonderful if you're into it. We'd drink to a bath, _livingroom and kitchen had
escape the pain that "OTHERS had seemed plenty big enough just a few
caused US", to con~~er ?U~ "unconq"!1er- months back. Plenty of space for self
~~le _weaknesses , hfe s cruelties, •.' ·pity and I. When I had needed to be
mJustices, etc.
.
.· alone, I'd -run upstairs or out to the
Co~mon ~ense told u_s that these all · garage to stare at the walls. Sometimes
remamed with us dunng and after
I'd open the white door in the kitchen
and sit on the basement stairs. It was
''the party". But we would not listen. dark and cold there. So was I. There.had
This was a private party and we weren't always been a comer to run to. But all
hurting anyone else (so we thought). We too soon, there was no place to run to.
.had driven them all away. We were ·Pity was now closer than my shadow.
alone together. And together alone.
:Pity was me.
Fall gradually took a tum for the
Winter had fully set in by now. And
worse and Winter was now just around one day Pity and I found ourselves
the bend. I had abandoned therapy, sitting on the livingroom flooi:
having chalk~ myself up' to being a surrounded by our mutual friends, Jack
total loss . .There was no reason to try Daniels and his girlfriend Riunite. We
now, or to feel that I had to. I was living listened to some music (the same songs
alone, eating (what little I did) alone, over and· over again) and drank glass
and missing more and more classes. I after glass after glass of whatever we
seldom accepted invitations. I couldn't could get our hands on. stand to be with me and couldn't
Pity is a sly one, you know. He wasn't
imagine anyone else wanting to be with getting drunk and-making himself sick
me either. I knew the contour of every at noon. I was. He just always came
daisy on the bedroom .w allpaper. My along to make sure that I had a "good
days were spent staring blankly at them. time".
and the ceiling.
We had quite a tug-of-war that frosty
Once in a while a mist of rain would January afternoon. Ask the green rug
hit my face as I lay there. It stung. It splattered with my vomit after Jack and
watered my dry, parched skin and Riunite left and ·went home. Or the
reminded me that I was alive. It was an mayonnaise jar that collected my urine
unwelcome, nagging message. I was when I was too drunk to run upstairs to
dead inside and resented reminders of · the bathroom. They and the books and
life in any form ..
trinkets knoc~ed off the shelves in anger
1

will tell you the same, I'm sure. Yes, it
was quite a fight. But Pity must have
been a little tired that day. Or maybe I
was a little stronger than I had thought.
Maybe deep inside there was a
convictiO"n to living and experiencing
more than pain. Maybe a lot of things.
I survived that afternoon, that fight
and that season. Mother Earth and I
endured the remainder of the Winter
together. We bore our share of hail
pelting us in the face, of losing our
breath to the cold air that's always out
there, and of cracking like the trees that
haven't learned yet how to sway. We
screamed, we kicked and we fought. We
visited Self Pity from time to time. But
we weathered the storm, survived, then
embraced the warmth of Spring, of
friends, and of living. We died to the
depths of cold and were reborn with the
Spring thaw and its renewal.
We did not "succeed." But rather, like
the Spring flowers pushing up through
the cold soil, began.
Seasons change. The year is not all
Spring and Summer. I have encountered
Fall since that year and he still shakes
me from time to time. It's different now
though. I carry a belief in Spring with
me. A Qelief in warmth and light and
friendship; and a search for the same.

*****.*****
Deadline for next
;

issue is

*******

Does Someone Close To You Drink Too Much?
The following quiz was presented by E.G. Marshall on DRINK, DRANK,
DRUNK, the public television special hosted by Carol Burnett and produced
by ~QED Pittsburgh, under a ~ant from the 3M Company.
Over 35 million Americans are affected by the abnormal drinking of someone
close. But that also means that there are over 35 million people in a good
position to help problem.drinkers, because they are so close. But before you can
help, you have to be able to recognize the problem. I'm going to ask 20
questions that can help you decide if someone close drinks too much. Just think
of the person or people whose drinking you're concerned about and answer
"yes" or "no."
)

YES

NO

1. Do you worry about how rnuch they drink?
2. Do you complain about how often they drink?
3. Do you criticize them for the amount they spend on

drinking?
4. Have you ever been hurt or embarrassed by their behavior

when they drink?
5. Are holidays in your home unpleasant because of their

drinking?
6. Do they ever lie about their drinking?
7. Do they deny that drinking affects their behavior?
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8. Do they say or do things, and later deny having said or
done them?
9. Do you sometimes feel that drinking is more important
· to them than you are?
IO. Do they get angry if you criticize their drinking or their
drinking companions?
11. Is drinking involved in almost all your social activities?
12. Does your family spend almost as much on drinking as it
does on food?
13. Are you having any financial difficulties because of
drinking?
14. Does their drinking keep them away from home a
great deal? .
15. Have you ever threatened to leave them because of their
drinking?
.16. Have you ever lird for them b~ause of their drinking?
. 17. Do you.find. yourself urging them to eat instead of drink
;a:t parti'es?:,
.
. 18) Have .they .ever .stopp~d .drinking completely for a period
· ·; of tifue, ,a pd:then started again?
19. Have y9,Leve'r tho_ughtrabout calling the police because
:.· . ·ofthefr -driiiki;ng· behl1vior?
20. Do you thhik :that drinking has caused problems for
them?

-.-- ,i"-.
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continued

DE: What is it like socializing? Do
you find people sensitive to and respectful of your choice not to drink when you
make that choice?
JQ: That's not their problem; it's
mine. When_I go to a party, I bring my
own diet soda because I'm the person
responsible. I do find more and more
there are alternate drinks available.
There's nothing more threatening to an
active alcoholic than a recovering
alcoholic, and there's nothing more of a
pain in the ass than a pushy recovering
alcoholic. I was awful initially. I really
wanted to fix everyone. The arrogance I
had earlier was horrible. I really hurt
people and I'm sorry for tliat. I also have
found , for myself, that I can be almost
·anywhere provided I can leave, because
if I'm the only person not drinking as
people get drunk I find myself bored, and
I need to be able to leave. I have to be
responsible. No one puts that drink in
my hand except me.
DE: Is there anything else you'd like
to say?
JQ: Sure. If anybody feels they have
a problem, they probably do. And the
only thing that can prove that to you is
the substance itself-not this interview.
And, there is help. The program of AA
works. It's very exciting to see it work.
Help is there and it's real.

bowdoin
continued

coming out and necessitates an
organization such as the GSA.
The lack of information and "open"
homosexuals on campus fosters
discrimination, hostility and "homophobia". I am not saying that if every
homosexual came bounding out of the
closet that everything would be ducky. I
am saying that the social atmosphere at
Bowdoin needs to see 'C hanges.
Campuses in larger metropolital areas
see far greater toleranc e of
homosexuality. Granted, Bowdoin's size
is a -drawback - there are less gays to
form a commu nity and those that are out
are. highly visible. Another problem
with Bowdoin is its penchant for gossip.
Closeted gays feel that everyone would
know within hours if they came out to
just one person. Yet another problem is
the inability of the student body to
accept diverse self expression.
The student body is sadly homogenious in both appearance and
conviction. However, I believe that
students have much to offer that is
diverse and innovative but lack the
fortitude to,resist peer pressure. I become
especially concerned when right wing,
conservative groups freely exercise
power on campus with few checks and
little resistance.
In conclusion, I appeal to the student
body and administration to be aware of
the homophobia that exists on campus
and to be aware of the social conditions
and misconceptions that contribute to it.
I hope that attitudes will change. These
problems affect not only gays but the
entire Bowdoin community.
I do not expect the Bowdoin
community to suddenly embrace a gay
community. I do ask for acceptance,
· tolerance, and understanding of the gay
- community at Bowdoin. I hope that in
the future gays and straights can truly
form an alliance and create an
atmosphere conducive to all diverse lifestyles and ideas, an atmosphere that
should be an integral part of a liberal
arts·education.

...

Grief Collage

I· ' '
At' fifteen ,' the same year I decided
to g1ve up learning to' speak,
.
I looked up and saw you a handsome woman twice my age
redefining the room
with your birch tree spirit.
Your joy had a sound,
high laughter.breaking the air
of every confining angle.
Your joy had an untamed eye,
freeing the simplest gesture.
I

,/

But _your liver was enlarged,
You got an infection,
your heart stopped,
no one seems to know.
A letter said you died two weeks ago.
Your age never changed.
I thought if you died
it would be only from fall to spring
like the sweetgrass.

A childhood infection had left you deaf.
You read my lips, never asked me to speak louder.
· I lfa~ed to move my mouth carefully,
feel the shapes that words made.
I iearned to un_derst~nd. your -words, read your lips.
Often we spoke ~th1;n~t our voices,
talking was a fearless dance between us.
You taught me to get my eyes
off my feet more often,
watch the tops of buildings,
save details to press like leaves,
take the shape of things seriously;
walk the beach after a good storm,
find a use for most of what washed in. We could always find each other,
act our stories,
laughing all over the house.
You would stay and paint,
buildings waiting or abandoned I was never sure which;
roof lines, windows and doorways
with no one in them.
Each one articulating
the presence of absence.
We never said we were lonely,
we never said we wanted to protect each ,other.
You hated to have anyone come up behind you.
I'd walk into your apartment,
thinking my presence toward you, waiting,
making things vibrate in the distance
· ' "so you would turn before I got too near.

II.
1 brought my lovers to meet you.
You loved me when they were men
and when they were women.
You loved me before and after I was not
what ·others planned.
Over years we walked each other
in and out of doctor's offices,
deaths, seclusion.
For our own separate reasons,
honoring our own denial,
like the flags of some lost country we never talked about the feelings.
We just kept trying
·
to make the best of everything,
pour one more drink,
find another story to tell.
We drank whenever
I moved into or out of a town
or you· sold a painting.
We drank when we argued,
laughed or changed. _
We moved against odds
in a world accustomed to high stakes,
loving who we chose to,
working at what we wanted to~
We didn't see the full glass
moving with us,
become as much a part of every event
as our own skin ..
We didn't see ourselves
grabbing for a light~ see by,
ineffectual as the waning moon.
At twenty-eight and off the bottle,
I ·was an awkward dinner guest.
At thirty I came for lunch instead of dinner.
You stopped writing letters for two years.
At thirty-three, for the first time,
I couldn't find you.
You wrote from another city, on my birthday,
sent love and money to celebrate.
You told me how close you'd come to death.
Full of plans to never drink,
to begin to live again.
It had been five months since your last drink.
You were out of the hospital,
would take more time to heal,
then return to New England.

.
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I am having to learn to speak,
the words drop out at first,
limp as mice from a cat's mouth
and too late.
So many women are getting sober,
refusing to trade one choice for another.
We might have talked this over, ·.
celebrated this one nior'e.thing. .
But the way out reached you too late
like· the penicillin invented after your childhood:
Have the w011ds you missed
in every brief turning of a head
settled somewhere in disuse,
rusted cars in a junkyard,
momentos of our impatience with you.
You -couldn't use
what you couldn't see.
I imagine you_being the music
you always wanted to hear.
I imagine no need for pride, speech or hearing;
no back and no front.
Music turning in waves,
wind in the sweetgrass:
- Barbara Maria

*****

Serenity
I could see it in their eyes,
the hurt that I had inflicted
Because I'had takeri to drinks and drugs
Not by choice, though for I was addicted.
Of course it didn't start out that way
But the story is known to all
How easy it is to become involved
'til you're doomed to take a fall .
It begins when you start to enjoy
that w.h jrring kind of feeling
But that:s 'not enough so you try for better
then the whole damn room starts reeling
First your vision is blurred and your
speech is slurred and you're not really
· sure where you're going
Then you say and you do things to
people you love, then pass out and
awake without knowing
Now it's time to start thinking of
~hat you can do to make up for
all that you've done
Believe me I know from experience
the road to recovery is a long one.
Start by admitting that you cannot go on
and you'll find that you're on your way
with hope and sobriety
back into society
with friends by your side, and one day
you'll look back and discover
how much you had lost
and how much you had given away.
Take your time and have faith
for all will work out
if you try as best as
you can
"One day at a time" is the answer
that returns yo_u, to whe~e-it began
Then it's your _c}:roic~ '
Which 'way will you choose?
The right way and win?
or the wrong way! You'll Lose!
Gene L.

MAINE'S GAY ADULT CINEMA·

New Show * -~ ·
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CALENDAR .:·
Saturday,Dec.31
Masked Raiders New Year's Party,
Spring St. Gym, 117 Spring St., Portland.
New Year's Eve Party, Papa Joe's; 80
Water St., Augusta.
· New Year's Eve Boogie Bash - a
dance jam space where you can move to
:,. ...~,r~ety of inspiring recorded music at
the People's Building, 155 Brackett St.,
3rd floor, Portland, 9:00 pm to 1:00 am.
$2 admission. Free cold spring water
provided.
New Year's Eve Party, . Cycles, 59
.Center St., Portland.
Sunday,Jan. 1
New Year's Day Buffet, Cycles, 59
Center St., Portland, 4:00.
Monday, Jan. 2
Watch Your Favorite Bowl Game on
Big Screen TV, Cycles, 59 Center St.,
Portland.
Friday, Jan. 13
Diane Matthews will speak about her
lawsuit against the U.S. Army (rescheduled from Dec. 9), Gay People's
Alliance, 92 Bedford St., USM Campus,
7:00, All Welcome.
Sunday,Jan. 15
. Tony Spotten, dancer, at the Underground, 3 Spring St., Portland.

I/,
/.',

:-.->·MEETINGS··;

/

Saturday, Jan. 21
INTERWEAVE ' Bangor, Unitarian
Church, Main St. Potluck 6:00, program

MONDAYS
Feminist Spiritual Community every Monday, 7 P.M., State St.

INTERWEAVE Augusta, panel discussion: "How to Survive Living in the
Closet", All Souls Unitarian Church, 11
King St., 8:00

Greater Portland N.O.W. - fourth
Tuesday of the month, Y. W.C.A.; 87
Spring St., Portland, 7:30 P.M.
.
· Gay / Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous every Tuesday, open discussion
meeting, 8 P.M., First Parish Unitarian
Universalist Church, 425 Congress St.,
Portland.

i

Gay / Lesbian Al-Anon - every
Saturday, 8 P.M., First Parish
Unitarian Universalist Church, 425
Congress St., Portland.

Our Paper staff meeting- every Tuesday, 7:30 l>.M., Our Books, 4 Pine St.,
·P ortland. New memben, are welcome.

Alliance To Preserve Reproductive SUNDAYS
Choice - second Tuesday of the
month, Y.W.C.A., 87 Spring St., Port- Men's Network- first Sunday of the
land, 7P.M.
month, Preble St. Chapel, 331 Cumberland Ave., Portland, 6:30 P.M. potWEDNESDAYS
luck and social.
Gay Parents Support Group, meets Northern Lambda Nord - last
JlVery Wednesday, 7:30 pm, call 780-4085 Sunday of the month - business
or 772-4741 (Portland) for information.
meeting, 1:00 P.M. followed by potBowdoin Gay/Straight Alliance - first luck.
and third Wednesday, 7:30 pm. Chase Wilde-Stein Club - every Sunday .......
Bain Chamber, 256 Maine St. (above 7:00 P.M. - Peabody Lounge, 3rd
garage), Brunswick. Call 725-8731 ext. floor, Memorial Union, Univ. of
633 (Soott) or write M.U. 367. Bowdoin Maine, Orono.
College. Meetings held only when
College is in session.
THURSDAYS
Lesbian/Gay Alcoholics Anonymous every Thursday, discussion meeting
8:00 pm, Unitarian Church, Main St.,
Bangor.

LOUISE BENNETT, L.C.S.W.
THERAPIST TO INDIVIDUALS, COUPLES , & FAMILIES

r
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FRIDAYS
Gay.People's Alliance - every Friday,
7 pm, 92 Bedford St., Portland - open
meetings (no meetings during school
vacation).
Northern Lambda Nord- second Fri;.
day of the month - discussion group,
in New Sweqen.
·
SATURDAYS
Interweave Bangor - third Saturday
of the month, Unitarian Church, Main
St., 6 P.M. potluck and meeting.

Gay Health Action Committee - irregular Mondays, Portland ~ call 773-5640.
TUESDAYS

Friday, Jan. 2 7
.
"Feminism and Gay Men," discussion
moderated by Ellie Haney and Brian
Fairbrother, Gay People's Alliance, 92
Bedford St., USM campus, 7:00, All
Welcome.
Sunday,Jan.29
Scott, Tina, and Co., comedy drag act,
the Underground , 3 Spring St.,
Portland.
Dance with "The Practical Cats"
benefit fundraiser for Take Back the
Night, Cummings Center, Munjoy Hill,
7:30 to midnight, suggested donation
$3.00, BYOB, wheelchair accessible,
refreshments available.

I

Gay / Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous every Thursday, step meeting, 7:30 P.M.,
First Parish Unitarian Universalist
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland.

Church, Portland.
Sunday,Jan. 22
Contruction Party, at the Underground, 3 Spring St., Portland.

'
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Erna

the Cafe

. INTERWEAVE Augusta-last Sunday
of the month, All Souls Unitarian
Church, 11 King S.t., 6:30 potluck and
meeting, NO D.E CEMBER MEETING

J. Koch

Attorney At Law •

139 PARK STREET
PORTLAN.D. MAINE 04101
207-77 5-0155

185 Middle Street

.-P,O. Box 7685
Portland, Maine 0411 2
(207) 774 • 8273

129. SPRING

HOURS BY APPOINTMENT

General Practice
Family Law
Commercial Law
Bankruptcy

STREET ·

SPECIALIZING IN WOMEN ' S ISSUES AND
IN ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER ADDICTIONS

GAY PEOPLE'S ALLIANCE

JOHN D. MCLAUGHLIN, DRS.

92 BEDFORD STREET
PORTLAND. MAINE 04103

PSYCHOTHERAPY

HOURS VARY• PLEASE KffP TRYING

(207) 780-4085
ADVERTISING MANAGER

STEAMBOAT ROAD
BAILEY ISLAND, MAINE 04003

24 EXCHANGE STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE 04112

(207) 833~720

(207) 761--0106

LESS/GAY NETWORK
Alliance to Preserve Reproductive Choice
.
P.O. Box 7512 IYl'S
Portland 04112
Bates Gay/Straight Alliance
Bates College
Lewiston 04240
Bowdoin Gay/Straight Allia~ce
8owdoin College
Brunswick 04011
Bowdoin Women'• Resource Center
Bowdoin College
24 College St.
Brunswick 04011
Common Scold
c/o The Collective
clo Elze'
372 Preble St.
So. Portland 04106
Dignity of Maine ·
P.O. Box 7021
Lewiston 04210 . . . ,
'i

.•"\!., .( ~,.·

GENERAL INFORMATION • REFERRAL SERVICE
SPEAKER'S BU~EAU • PEER COUNSELING .
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES • SUPPORT GROUPS

OUR PAPER
P.O. BOX 10744
PORTLAND, MAINE 04104
(2071 773-5540

Downeast Gay Alliance
P.O. BoxO
EU.worth 04605 ·
Femini&t Spiritual Community
'c/ State St. Church
159 State St.
Portland 04101

o

Gay People'e Alliance
92 Bedford St.
· Portland 04102
78()..(085
Greater Portland N.O.W.

P.0~Box 4012 Station A
Portland 04101 ·

National Organization for Women
cl o Kerbleaki
73 Fern St.
Bangor04~1

UMO Women's Center
Memorial Union
University of Maine - Orono
Orono 04469

New Hampshire Feminist Health Center
232 Court Street
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801

USM Women's Forum
University of Southern Maine
94 Bedford St.
Portland 04103

Interweave
P.O. Box 215 .
Augusta 04330

Frederi~n Leab~• and Gaye (FLAG)
Box 1556 Station A
·
Maine Chapter
P.O. Box 1255
Fredericto11. New Brunswick
Ellsworth 04605
Gay Health Action Committee
Maine Health Foundation, Inc.
·
P.O. Box 10723
P.O. Box 8457
Portland 04104
Portland 04915
Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous
c/o First Parish Unitarian Church
Maine Lesbian Feminists
425 Congreu St.
·
P.O. Box 125
Portland 04101
Belfast 04915
Gay Parents Support Group
780-4085 or 772-4741

Mid-Coast Gay Men
P.O. Box496

·, ',':•,·,4. •', ;,, , r_iG,a_mdcill'°4.11431'.'3r ' P r.f

r •, •

Northern Lambda Nord
P.O. Box 990
Caribou 04736
NLN Gay Phoneline 896-5888

WebWork
. Box 131-D
Calais 04619
Wilde-Stein Club
Memorial Union •
.. University of Maine- Orono
Orono 04469

OUR PAPER
P.O. Box 10744
Portland 04101
Parents and Friends of Gays
P.O. Box 215
Augusta 04330
Seacoast Gay Men
P .O. Box 1394
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801

'.
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